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Robust Acoustic Time Reversal with High-Order Multiple Scattering
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We report the first experiments showing the reversibility of transient acoustic waves through high-
order multiple scattering by means of an acoustic time-reversal mirror. A point source generates
a pulse which scatters through 2000 steel rods immersed in water. The time-reversed waves are
found to converge to their source and recover their original wave form, despite the high order of
multiple scattering involved and the usual sensitivity to initial conditions of time-reversal processes.
Surprisingly, the observed resolution was one-sixth of the theoretical limit for the mirror's aperture.

PACS numbers: 43.20.+g, 42.25. —p

Irreversibility of time is one among several long-time
problems that still obsess many physicists. Although
classical and quantum mechanics equations are reversible
at a microscopic scale, our everyday observations show
that macroscopic phenomena are irreversible. Physicists
know, from statistical mechanics, that one source of this
apparent irreversibility originates from the extraordinarily
large number of particles that comprise macroscopic
systems.

In theory, or in a thought experiment, it is possible
to "freeze" a large number of particles and reverse
their velocities: Imposing these new initial conditions
would make the system travel back to its initial state.
However, to actually perform such an experiment, one
would need to resolve the positions and velocities of each
particle with essentially infinite accuracy. In classical
mechanics, the evolution of a system is highly sensitive
to its initial conditions; this is the reason why the
slightest error in the measurements makes such time-
reversal experiments impossible. It would require an
infinite amount of information and is thus impossible with
any real experimental device.

In wave physics, however, the amount of information
required to describe a wave field unambiguously is limited
and depends on the shortest wavelength of the field. Thus
it is possible and easier to make time-reversal experiments
with waves rather than with particles; among all kinds of
possible waves, acoustic waves turn out to be very appro-
priate when studying reversibility of transient disordered
phenomena, as we will see. One could think of using op-
tical waves instead; and indeed, in the past years, optical
techniques such as phase conjugation have been success-
fully applied to acoustic waves [1]. But phase conjuga-
tion is basically a monochromatic technique; in order to
extend this concept to broad-band signals and transient
phenomena, one has to use a time-reversal system, i.e.,
a device that can record a wave form f(t), time reverse
it, and retransmit f( t) inside the mediu—m. This is eas-
ily realizable for acoustic waves, since, unlike optical de-
tectors, piezoelectric transducers can follow the real-time

variations of an ultrasonic signal and can also be used as
transmitters to create a given signal.

Consider an acoustic source located inside an inhomo-
geneous lossless medium. This source transmits a pulse
that propagates through the inhomogeneities. An ideal
time-reversal experiment requires perfect measurement of
the Green function over a closed surface surrounding the
source. In practice, however, the time-reversal operation
can be performed only over a restricted aperture. The
resulting time-reversal system is termed a finite size time-
reversal mirror (TRM) [2]; such a device is diffraction
limited and therefore has a limited resolution.

An ultrasonic TRM is an array of N wide-band piezo-
electric transducers that perform a fine spatial sampling of
the acoustic field. The N signals can be recorded, placed
in a memory, time reversed, and retransmitted through
the medium by the same transducer array. Previous stud-
ies showed that the TRM optimally focuses a wave in a
homogeneous medium as well as through an aberrating
layer [3].

What we report here is an acoustic equivalent of the
thought experiment we mentioned above, i.e., making
a macroscopic disordered system go back to its initial
state. We start with a coherent transient pulse, let it
propagate through a disordered, highly scattering medium,
then record the scattered field, time reverse it, and see if
it travels back to recover its original shape. Precisely we
are interested here in inhomogeneous media with high-
order multiple scattering. For instance, we will consider
random sets of up to 2000 steel rods (diameter 0.8 mm,
average spacing 2.5 mm). When a pulsed wave traverses
such a medium, it undergoes many scattering events (up
to 180 in our sample as we will see) before reaching
the TRM.

In such conditions, can the time-reversal operation
still work and refocus the wave field on its source? As
surprising as it may sound, the answer is yes. This is
indeed surprising because when such a high order of
multiple scattering is involved, the slightest change could
be expected to have a dramatic impact, and one might
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suppose that the waves could not find their way back to
the source. This supposed sensitivity to initial conditions,
which leads to chaos, is well known for particles, and yet
the TRM will be shown to be a very robust device that
can reconstruct the initial pulse from high-order multiply
scattered waves.

Another question then arises: How accurately can
the TRM refocus the wave on a point source? For a
homogeneous medium, the diffraction limit is roughly
Az/a, where a is the size of the TRM, z its distance to
the source, and A the average wavelength. Experimental
results show that in the presence of high-order multiple
scattering the resolution of the aperture can be increased
to -„Az/a.1

Reversibility of physical phenomena is a simple and
beautiful idea but making it an experimental fact is
far less evident. The aim of this Letter is not to
prove reversibility, but to show that a (relatively) simple
experimental process can take advantage of reversibility
to focus a wave back on its source even in the presence
of very high-order multiple scattering, with a greatly
enhanced spatial resolution. This occurs, despite the great
loss of information due to the finite angular aperture of the
TRM (roughly 5 ), not to mention the finite pitch of the
array and the quantization effects.

The general principle of the experiments is presented
in Fig. 1: An ultrasonic source S transmits a short pulse
that propagates through one of the samples. The TRM
receives a set of signals and records them into electronic
memories. These signals are time reversed, then retrans-
mitted by the mirror, thus creating an ultrasonic wave that
propagates through the same sample. Then the pressure
field is measured at the source S.

The mirror is a linear array of 96 transducers with
central frequency 3.5 MHz (which corresponds to an
average wavelength A = 0.43 mm in water), bandpass
50%, and pitch 417 p, m. On each channel, the signals
are sampled at a 20 MHz rate, digitized on 8 bits, and
recorded. The source S is a single transducer (size
387 p, m, central frequency 3.5 MHz), and the sample
is located between the source S and the mirror. After
the time-reversal process, the same transducer S records
the pressure field as a function of time; it can also be
translated along the direction of the array (axis x in Fig. 1)
in order to scan the pressure field, so S measures a two-
dimensional signal s(x, t) Such signals ar. e represented
by grey scale images known as B scans: time t is in
the abscissa, position x in the ordinate, and each line on
the picture represents the wave form received at a given
position in grey scale levels (the bigger the amplitude,
the brighter the image). From a 8 scan s(x, t), the
spatial resolution is measured by a directivity pattern
d(x): The maximum value for each line on the image
is detected, which provides the directivity pattern d(x) =
max, ts(x, t)).
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FIG. l. Experimental setup. (a) First step: S sends a pulse
though the sample, the transmitted wave is recorded by the
TRM. (b) Second step: the multiply scattered signals have
been time reversed, they are retransmitted by the TRM, and S
records the reconstructed pressure field. The operation can be
repeated as 5 is translated along x in order to scan the pressure
held.

We used two types of samples. The first one (me-
dium I) is a random set of parallel steel rods (ct
5.9 mm/ps, cT = 3.2 mm/ps, p = 7.85) with diame-
ter 0.8 mm and surface fraction 3.9%, the average
spacing between two rods is 3.6 mm (there are roughly
900 rods in a 150 X 75 mm area). The second one
(medium II) contains glass spheres (ct = 5.7 mm/
p, s, cT = 3.2 mm/p, s, p = 2.3, diameter 1.5 mm) ran-

domly distributed in an agar-based gel, with a 5.5%
volume fraction (i.e. , there are 8200 spheres in a sample
with dimensions 84 X 112 X 28 mm3).

The mean free path l is an essential parameter of wave
propagation when multiple scattering takes place. l can
be considered as a coherence decay length; indeed, when
a wave undergoes multiple scattering as it traverses a slab
of thickness L, the transmitted intensity can be divided
into two terms: a coherent term which corresponds to
the remainder of the incoming wave and an incoherent
term which contains the multiscattered contribution to
the transmitted field. The transmission coefficient for
coherent intensity is given by T(L) = e ~t' [4,5]. When
L is sufficiently larger than l, almost all the initial
energy has been transferred to multiscattered waves; the
transport of the energy is diffusive and can be described
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by a classical diffusion equation [6] which, unlike the
propagation equation, is not invariant under time reversal.

Using short ultrasonic signals, it is possible to separate
the coherent ("ballistic" ) part of the transmitted field,
which arrives first on the array, from the incoherent
multiscattered paths. Thus the transmission coefficient for
coherent intensity T(L) can be measured experimentally
with wide-band transducers (central frequency 3.5 MHz)
as a function of the thickness L. The slope of the curve on
a logarithmic scale leads to an estimate value of the mean
free path I = 9 ~ 0.5 mm for medium I. As to medium
II, we could not observe the exponential decay of T since
the sample thickness was fixed; the measurement of T for
this thickness leads only to l = 14 mm.

In the following experiments, the thickness is fixed
at L = 45 mm for medium I and 28 mm for medium II.
In all cases, this distance is greater than the mean free
path, which indicates a multiple scattering regime. This
is indeed obvious when looking at the transmitted signal
through medium I (Fig. 2): After the coherent ballistic
wave front a very long signal appears (it lasts over 120 p, s

after the coherent wave-front arrival, which corresponds
to multiple paths with lengths of up to 225 mm inside the
sample (i.e., 25 times the mean-free path, or 60 times the
average spacing between two rods). We will now observe
the reversibility properties in such a medium.

It should be noted that a linear array is only a
TRM for 2D wave fields, whereas neither medium II
nor even medium I produce truly 2D fields. In the case
of cylinders, the 2D approximation is reasonable even
if S is not a perfect line source, since it is 12 mm in
height, the same as the mirror. In the case of spheres,
the 2D approximation is obviously not valid; however,
considering that the diameter of the spheres is roughly
4 times the average wavelength, the incident wave is
mainly scattered in the forward direction, which limits
vertical out-of-plane spreading.

First, the directivity pattern of the TRM is measured in
water. In the absence of any scattering medium, the array
receives a spherical wave front coming from the source
S, as is shown on Fig. 2(a). Then the time-reversed
retransmitted wave converges towards the source; the
signal received by S is represented in Fig. 3(d), and the
corresponding directivity pattern is plotted in Fig. 4; it
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exhibits symmetrical sidelobes as predicted by diffraction
theory, and its width at half maximum is 5 = 2.3 mm
(the theoretical value is 1.2Az/a = 2.32 mm, with z =
180 mm and a = 96 X 0.417 = 40 mm).

We now place medium I between the point source
and the mirror. The signals received on the mirror are
now much longer [Fig. 2(b)]. The first 80 p, s of these
96 signals are recorded, time reversed, and retransmit-
ted (the playback resolution is also 8 bits). The result-
ing acoustic wave traverses the sample. An amazing
compression is observed, since the received signal lasts
about 1 p, s [Fig. 3(b)], against over 120 p, s for the time-
reversed multiply scattered signals.

The same experiment can be repeated with a different
time window; this time, the TRM time reverses and
retransmits the last 80 p, s of the multiply scattered signal,
which means that the time-reversal window begins 40 p, s
after the ballistic front. As is shown in Fig. 3(c), the
initial pulse can still be reconstructed at the source S.
In both cases, the time-reversed waves seem to have
effectively gone backwards through the same paths and
found their way back to the source. Moreover, the
directivity pattern (Fig. 4) shows a finer resolution than
in an homogeneous medium: Its width at half maximum
is Ai = 1.2 mm, which is less than the resolution limit of
a diffraction-limited aperture in a homogeneous medium.

FIG. 2. B scans of the pressure field received on the TRM in
homogeneous medium (a) and through medium I (b).

FIG. 3. (a) Wave form received on the TRM by element
46 through medium I. (b) Wave form received by S after
time reversing the first 80 p, s of the multiply scattered signals
through medium I. (c) Wave form received by S after time
reversing the last 80 p, s of the multiply scattered signals
through medium I. (d) Wave form received by S after time
reversing the signals in the absence of any scattering medium.
(The time origins have been chosen arbitrarily. )
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FIG. 4. Directivity pattern of the pressure field received by
5 in homogeneous medium (dashed line), through medium I
(thick line), and through medium II (thin line).

This can be explained by the large lengths of multiple
scattering paths involved. As a rnatter of fact, multiple
scattering widens the acoustic beam, thus creating a
halo that is much larger than in the homogeneous case.
So it is a plausible explanation that when the time-
reversed field is retransmitted by the array, the sample
acts as a source with a larger angular diameter, which
accounts for the enhanced resolution. Similar results
are obtained with medium II. The observed resolution
is b, tz = 1.5 mm (Fig. 4), which is still finer than in a
homogeneous medium, but the improvement in resolution
is smaller than with medium I, probably due to the larger
mean free path (and consequently the shorter and fewer
multiple scattering paths), and also to the dimensional
issues mentioned above. As a paradox, multiple scattering
that altogether degrades the directivity of a wave as well
as its temporal resolution can help to refocus this wave
as long as the time-reversal process can make it travel
back through all its past, towards its original source: An
amazing time and space compression is observed, the
accuracy of focusing being even better than the theoretical
resolution for a diffraction-limited aperture.

The last experimental directivity pattern we present
(Fig. 5) points out the influence of high-order scattering
in this narrowing effect. It has been obtained through
a set of 2000 steel rods (average spacing 2.5 mm. the
overall thickness of the sample was I = 75 mm) by
reversing a 235 p, s time window beginning 10 p. s after
the ballistic front. Given the sample thickness, 245 p. s

correspond to paths of up to —440 mm, that is to
say roughly 180 times the average spacing between two
scatterers. Sixty-four transducers have been used (a =
64 X 0.417 = 26.7 mm); the distance between the mirror
and the source was - = 33 cm. The resolution we
observed is 1.05 mm; that is to say, one-sixth of the
theoretical limit in an homogeneous medium 1.2A-/' a=
6.38 mm, and the average background level is roughly
—24 db, in comparison to —13 db for the classical sine
function.

In conclusion, the experimental results we presented in
this Letter clearly show two points. First, the acoustic
time-reversal mirror is a very robust device that can fo-
cus a wave even in the presence of high-order scattering
despite the finite size of the array and the eight bits quan-
tization, whereas a chaotic behavior might have been ex-
pected. Second, in the presence of high-order scattering,
the resolution of the aperture is greatly increased due to
the long multiple paths involved. The aim of this Letter
was to present experimental facts. Clearly, several pararn-
eters are involved in the quality of reversibility: the elas-
tic and transport mean free paths, the size and duration of
the time-reversal window, and the size of the mirror. We
are currently working on a theoretical model to account
for the infIuence of these parameters on the quality of
reversibility.
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FIG. 5. Directivity patterns of the TRM through 2000 steel
rods (thick line) and in water along (thin line). The theoretical
sine function is plotted in dashed lines.
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